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UNIT-1 E-COMMERCE History of e-commerce E-commerce first developed in the early 1970's. Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). Limitation:  Larger corporation  Financial Institution  A few other doing business Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)  Purchase order  Invoices  E-payments between firms doing business. Enlarged pool of participants to include:  Manufacture  Retailers  Service provides E-commerce successes  Pure online  eBay  Hamro Bazaar  Reddoko.com E-commerce Mechanism Transformation of electronic activity into digital media, exchange information, content, agreement and services among parties that are connected through the internet. Enables new ways of creating, delivering and capturing value to customers. Definition of E-commerce E-commerce is based on the electronic processing and transmission of data. It is encompasses many devices activities including electronic trading of goods and services. Online delivery of digital content, electronic fund transfer, electronic sharing trading etc. What is E-commerce?  E-business (Electronic Business) in the conducting of business on the internet, not only buying and selling but also servicing customers and collaborating with business partners.  A process and tools that allow an organization to use internet based technology and infrastructure both internally and externally to conduct day to day business process operations.  It stands for electronic business and refers to any kind of sales, services, purchasing or commerce on internet.
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E-business of Types B2B Business to Business



C2C Consumer to Consumer C2G B2G B2A Government or Administration



1. Consumer to consumer (C2C) In consumer to consumer e-business these is no middle business people involvement. The most notable examples are web-based sales. (eBay, hamrobazzar.com etc) 2. Business to Business (B2B) B2B stands for business-to-business as in business doing with other business. The term is most commonly used in connection with e-commerce and advertising when you are targeting business as opposed to consumers. It's business range are large. Example of B2B is developer and developer like, Microsoft, google, etc. 3. Business to consumer (B2C) Refers to the business selling products or services to end user consumers. B2B stands for transaction activities involving two business entities, but B2C involving trading between business and consumer. Its scope is short. Example: Developers sales software to consumer directly. 4. Business-to-Government (B2G/C2G/B2A) Business-to Government also known as E-government. B2G is the idea that government agencies business can use central websites to conduct business and interact with each other more efficiency than key usually can off web. Tax forms and filling for many different local state and federal government organization. E-Business category: E-banks E-Trade E-consulting E-engineer E-learning E-mail E-marketing E-transactions Difference between e-commerce and traditional commerce. Due to the increased popularity and availability of internet access many traditional small businesses are considering e-commerce as a valid and profitable sales channel. However, ecommerce and traditional commerce are very different and it is important to weight carefully E-commerce
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the difference between e-commerce and traditional commerce in order to decide if it would be a good fit for your business or just a costly mistake. i) Direct interaction Traditional commerce is often based around face to face interaction, the customer has a chance to ask question and the sales staff can work with them to ensure a satisfactory transaction often this given sales staff an opportunity for upselling or encourage the client to buy a more expensive items or related items, increasing the shop profits. On the other hand, e-commerce does not offer this benefit unless feature such as related items or live chats are implemented. ii) Lower cost E-commerce is usually cheaper than maintaining a physical store in an equal popular location. Compared with costs such as commercial space rent, opening an online store can be done at a fraction of the price for less than $50 per month. This can prove invaluable for small business owners who don't have the startup capital to rent prime retail space and staff it to be able to sell their goods. iii) Reach With an online shop you can do business with anybody living on a country you are able and willing to send mail to unlike traditional commerce where you are restricted to people who actually come to your shop. This also opens, the door to many other forms of marketing that can be done entirely online, which often results in a much large volume of sales, and even foot traffic to the store, an online store has no capability limits and you can have as many clients as your stock can serve. iv) Return rate In a traditional store the customer will be purchasing the product in person which has some benefits for both the him and sore. The customer will be able to touch and check the items to make sure they are suitable and even try them on which reduces the number of returned items or complaints due to an item not being as advertised on a catalogue. v) Credit card fraud The remote nature of e-commerce makes more difficult to detect fraud which mean stores can lose memory due to fraud. While traditional commerce is not totally secure, it is easier for a sales attendant to verify that the person buying, something is actually the owner of the credit card by asking for photograph ID. Advantages and disadvantages of E-commerce E-commerce has quickly become a way of life but like with anything. There are a number advantages and disadvantages of conducting business in this manner, it is important that you know that advantages and disadvantages of each so you can ultimately successes with online business model. Advantages: i) Time Saving  Using electronic commerce people now have access to different things whatever they need and buy from home, work all from desktop computer, Mobile, etc. ii) Wider range of product  Company now can use internet sites as shop fronts so consumer can browse buy from many different seller and making it easier to find exactly what are looking for. E-commerce
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iii) Provides benefits to suppliers of goods and services:  Company now can target a wider variety of consumer even takes the product or services international allowing them a means of supplying their goods to places that were before unreachable. iv) Business is open: It works while you play or sleep. They are open for business every hour of the day everyday of the week and every week of the year, your receptionist greater and front people are always working for you because they are your website. v) World Wide market space: Advertising on the web can make big or small firm's promotional message reach out to potential cost an online marketing strategy. vi) Help protect against frauds and theft losses Electronic payment can be easier to monitors than the payments are made by cheques. vii) Thinking outside the Globe Selling somethings made by someone else shipped by yet another and the money handled by yet another is the heart of the advantages E-commerce brings to the business world. Disadvantages of E-commerce: i) Purchase to Delivery When marketing a purchase at Rahi-mart shopping you yet the product when you pay for it. On the web there may be time lag form purchase to actually being able to consume. The consumer will have to wait for delivery of physical goods. ii) Inability to feel the physical It is nearly impossible to sell things like furniture and tires online. Furniture is somethings people like to sit on and known the fell tires need to be installed once purchased. The old tires also need to be disposed of. In both instance there is a need for real action to fulfill the reason for the purchase. iii) Trouble recruiting and retraining employees The company needs well-expert and skilled staff to keep up and create the ecommerce facilities company. Many companies favor to outsource their improvement and programming tasks to decrease labor cost. iv) Consumers feel less confident with their credit card number: Most of the consumer are still not confident in providing their card number for making payments on the websites while shopping on internet. Global trading environment and adoption of e-commerce Internet technology is having a profound effect on the global trade in services World trades involving computer software, entertainment product (motion pictures, video games, sound recording), information sectors (database, online newspaper) Technical information, product license, financial services and professional services (business and technical consulting, accounting, architectural design, legal advice, travel services, etc) has grown rapidly in the past decade. An increasing share of these transaction occurs online. The e-commerce has the potential revolutionize commerce in these and other areas by dramatically lowering transactional costs and facilitating new types of commercial transaction. E-commerce
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Concernment must adopt a non-regulatory market oriented approach to electronic commerce one that facilitates the emergence of a transparent and predictable legal environment to support global business and commerce. Official decision makers must respect the unique nature of the medium and recognized that widespread competition and increase consumer choice should be defining features of new digital market place. Where concern about enforcement of contracts, liability intellectual property protection privacy, security and other matter have caused businesses and consumers to be cautions.
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If P is a permutation matrix of order 5 x 5, why is P6 = I? Also find a non-zero vector x so that (I â€“ P)x = 0. 30. Solve using Gauss-Jordan method: 1 a b. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1.
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From the cubics P3 to the fourth degree polynomials P4. What matrix ... There are 2 bases : v1, v2 ,â€¦..vn and w1, w2,â€¦.wn for Rn. If a vector x Ð„ Rn is such that.
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2. Aristocracy- any class or group considered to be superior, as through education, ability, wealth, or social prestige. 3. Autocracy- a form of government in which a country is ruled by a person or group with total power. 4. Constitution- the system
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